ADRIAN MILLER: CO-PROJECT DIRECTOR AND LEAD CURATOR
Award-winning researcher, “The Soul Food Historian”
Author, Black Smoke, Soul Food, The President’s Kitchen Cabinet

LORETTA PRESTON: CO-PROJECT DIRECTOR
Executive Director, Museum of Boulder

AUBREY REED: INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER
Proclaiming CO’s Black History Instructional Designer, Museum of Boulder

KATRINA MILLER: AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA PRODUCER
Founder, Blackat Video Productions
Director, This Is [NOT] Who We Are, The Silence of Quarantine

MINISTER GLENDA STRONG ROBINSON: ORAL HISTORY LIAISON
NAACP Boulder County Historian and Executive Committee Member
Minister and Historian, Second Baptist Church, Lifelong Civil Rights activist

EMILY ZINN: PROJECT MANAGER
Director of Education, Museum of Boulder

CAROL BANKS: GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Founder, Carol Banks Design

CAROLYN MCHALE
Co-designer, Carol Banks Design

CYNTHIA NELSON: ORAL HISTORY ARCHIVIST
Manager, Maria Rogers Oral History Program from the Boulder Public Library’s Carnegie Library for Local History

LAUREEN TRAINER: PROJECT EVALUATOR
Founder, Trainer Evaluation

NYASHA JAMES-DAVIS: PROGRAMS
Creative Director of Programs, Museum of Boulder

JEFFREY NEERING: ORAL HISTORY AND ARCHIVAL RESEARCH
Researcher

ADDERLY GRANT-LORD: AFROFUTURIST GALLERY CURATOR
Abstract artist, curator, organizer

ELIZABETH NOSEK: COLLECTIONS AND LOANS
Curator of Collections and Exhibits, Museum of Boulder

PROJECT TEAM

STUDENT RESEARCHERS
- Lee Bishop
- Tia Noyes
- Emily Miner
- Roksha Shrestha
- Jasmine Dinnell
- Alicia Windham
- Jeff Neering
- Lexi Williams

ADVISORY COUNCIL

- WENDELL PRYOR - PAST DIRECTOR, COLORADO DIVISION OF CIVIL RIGHTS
- YVETTE BOWDEN - ASSISTANT COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR, BOULDER COUNTY
- KATHRYN HILL - EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MUSEUM OF THE NEW SOUTH
- WANDA JAMES - POLITICAL ACTIVIST, ENTREPRENEUR, CU REGENT
- NIKHIL MANNEKA - AWARD-WINNING CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS LEADER
- TATIANA HERNANDEZ - CEO, COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF BOULDER, COLORADO
- RAY BROWN - PUEBLO MLK DAY COMMISSION, BUFFALO SOLDIERreenactor
- ADAM BRADLEY - FOUNDING DIRECTOR OF THE LABORATORY FOR RACE AND POPULAR CULTURE (THE RAP LAB) AT UCLA AND CU; FORMER BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEMBER FOR THE MUSEUM

THE BLACK & THE RED CONSULTING GROUP
RACIAL JUSTICE CONSULTANTS FOR STAFF/BOARD

MERETE FIELDS | MARISSIKO WHEATON | RICK CHAVOLLA

STUDENT RESEARCHERS
- Peter Garland - animation, drone footage
- Walt McGrew - specialty fabrication
- Nicky Pope - Blackat Productions photo/video
- Cory McKague - augmented reality

WEEKLY VOLUNTEERS
- Lilly Decker
- Rohan Sylada
- Dagny Bachman

EXHIBIT SPECIALTY DESIGN
- Peter Garland - animation, drone footage
- Walt McGrew - specialty fabrication
- Nicky Pope - Blackat Productions photo/video
- Cory McKague - augmented reality